DATA SOURCE

Data sources listed in order from the most accurate to the least accurate:

1. Field Survey
2. Improvement Plans
3. City Block Books
4. 
5. 
6. 

Vertical Control Reference:

USC&GS - BM 117

0.4 miles northwesterly along the Alameda De Las Pulgus from Los Lomitos Elementary School at the intersection of Atherton Avenue at the entrance of H.B. Johnson residence. Stamped "R888 1948"

30.5' east of centerline avenue, 11' south of prolongation of the centerline of the Alameda, 10.5' northeasterly of telegraph pole 71, 4.7' south of south concrete curb of entrance road, 2.9' west of fence, 1.7' north of witness post, set in concrete post with projection 0.5' above ground.

35.5150 Meters    NGVD 1929

116.519 Feet    NGVD 1929

Wilsey & Ham Description: (Site Visit 05/09/94)

Found USC&GS brass disc set in 10" square concrete post (0.7' above ground) 5' ± to face of curb driveway, 16' ± to back of curb. Northeasterly corner of the intersection of The Alameda De Las Pulgus and Atherton Avenue.
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ATHERTON BENCHMARKS:

BM NO. 1
FOUND USC&GS BRASS DISC SET IN 10" SQUARE CONCRETE POST 0.7' ABOVE GROUND, 5' +/- TO FACE CURB DRIVEWAY, 16' +/- TO BACK CURB. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGUS AND ATHERTON AVENUE. STAMPED "R888 1948"
ELEVATION = 116.52
(DATE VISITED 5-09-94)

BM NO. 2
2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" ON 4" +/- DIAMETER CONCRETE BASE OF STEEL POWER POLE. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY INTERSECTION OF ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGUS AND STOCKBRIDGE AVENUE.
ELEVATION = 131.09
(DATE VISITED 5-09-94)

BM NO. 3
2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF 4' SQUARE CONCRETE STORM DRAIN INLET STRUCTURE. MONUMENT LOCATE AT STOCKBRIDGE AVENUE AND SELBY LANE.
ELEVATION = 69.66
(DATE VISITED 5-10-94)

BM NO. 4
TOP OF CONCRETE MONUMENT WITH PIN. MONUMENT LOCATED ON THE NORTHERLY SIDE OF EL CAMINO REAL AT THE T INTER-SECTION WITH ATHERTON AVENUE, 5.5' TO ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CURB.
ELEVATION = 51.19
(DATE VISITED 5-25-94)

BM NO. 5
TOP OF CONCRETE MONUMENT WITH PIN (BENT) IN OCTAGONAL POST. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF ATHERTON AVENUE AND AUSTIN AVENUE. 6.0' TO EDGE OF PAVEMENT, 5' +/- TO ANGLE POINT OF IRON FENCE, 5' +/- WESTERLY OF CONCRETE & STREET MARKER.
ELEVATION = 64.89
(DATE VISITED 5-24-94)

BM NO. 6
2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" IN TOP OF CURB SOUTHERLY RETURN AT JUNCTION WITH ASPHALT CURB. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE INTERSECTION OF EL CAMINO REAL AND ATHERTON AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 50.59  
(DATE VISITED 5-24-94)

BM NO. 7

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" IN REAR OF STORM DRAIN CATCH BASIN. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER INTERSECTION OF EL CAMINO REAL AND VALPARAISO AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 65.71  
(DATE VISITED 5-26-94)

BM NO. 8

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" IN REAR CORNER OF STORM DRAIN CATCH BASIN IN TOP OF CURB. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER AT THE INTER-SECTION OF VALPARAISO AVENUE AND ELENA AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 84.07  
(DATE VISITED 5-26-94)

BM NO. 9

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE TOP STEP, RIGHT SIDE OF THE ENTRY WAY TO ATHERTON TOWN HALL (OLD BUILDING, COUNCIL CHAMBERS) AT THE SOUTHEASTERLY CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF STATION LANE AND ASHFIELD ROAD.

ELEVATION = 56.43  
(DATE VISITED 5-26-94)

BM NO. 10

FOUND USC&GS BRASS DISC TOP OF PROJECTION OD GRANITE BLOCK FOUNDATION BETWEEN TWO COLUMNS, 15.9' SOUTHEASTERLY OF SANTA CRUZ AVENUE, 12.5' NORTHEAST OF THE NORTHEAST CURB OF EL CAMINO REAL, 0.3' SOUTHWESTERLY OF SOUTHWEST BRICK WALL, 2.0' ABOVE SIDEWALK. STAMPED "UU110 1932"

ELEVATION = 71.13  
(DATE VISITED 5-27-94)

BM NO. 11

PUNCHED RAILROAD SPIKE LOCATED AT THE CENTERLINE INTER-
SECTION OF AHERTON AVENUE AND SELBY LANE.

ELEVATION = 73.91
(DATE VISITED 5-20-94)

BM NO. 12

TOP OF SOUTHERLY END OF 8" CONCRETE HEADWALL AT STORM DRAINAGE CROSSING. CORNER OF LID ON STORM DRAIN STRUCTURE LOCATED AT THE NORTHWESTERLY INTERSECTION OF CAMINO AL LAGO AND MONTE VISTA AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 91.78
(DATE VISITED 5-24-94)
ATHERTON BENCHMARKS:

BM NO. 1

FOUND USC&GS BRASS DISC SET IN 10" SQUARE CONCRETE POST 0.7' ABOVE GROUND, 5' +/- TO FACE CURB DRIVEWAY, 16' +/- TO BACK CURB. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGUS AND ATHERTON AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 116.52
(DATE VISITED 5-09-94)

BM NO. 2

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" ON 4" +/- DIAMETER CONCRETE BASE OF STEEL POWER POLE. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY INTERSECTION OF ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGUS AND STOCKBRIDGE AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 131.09
(DATE VISITED 5-09-94)

BM NO. 3

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF 4' SQUARE CONCRETE STORM DRAIN INLET STRUCTURE. MONUMENT LOCATE AT STOCKBRIDGE AVENUE AND SELBY LANE.

ELEVATION = 69.66
(DATE VISITED 5-10-94)

BM NO. 4

TOP OF CONCRETE MONUMENT WITH PIN. MONUMENT LOCATED ON THE NORTHERLY SIDE OF EL CAMINO REAL AT THE T INTERSECTION WITH ATHERTON AVENUE, 5.5' TO ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CURB.

ELEVATION = 51.19
(DATE VISITED 5-25-94)
**BM NO. 5**

TOP OF CONCRETE MONUMENT WITH PIN (BENT) IN OCTAGONAL POST. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER OF THE INTERSECTION OF ATHERTON AVENUE AND AUSTIN AVENUE. 6.0' TO EDGE OF PAVEMENT, 5' +/- TO ANGLE POINT OF IRON FENCE, 5' +/- WESTERLY OF CONCRETE & STREET MARKER.

ELEVATION = 64.89  
(DATE VISITED 5-24-94)

---

**BM NO. 6**

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" IN TOP OF CURB SOUTHERLY RETURN AT JUNCTION WITH ASPHALT CURB. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE INTERSECTION OF EL CAMINO REAL AND ATHERTON AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 50.59  
(DATE VISITED 5-24-94)

---

**BM NO. 7**

2" DIAMETER ALUMINUM DISC STAMPED "TOWN OF ATHERTON BM" IN REAR OF STORM DRAIN CATCH BASIN. MONUMENT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY CORNER INTERSECTION OF EL CAMINO REAL AND VALPARAISO AVENUE.

ELEVATION = 65.71  
(DATE VISITED 5-26-94)